Angels

Angels usually speak very softly, it is us that must learn to listen
very quietly.
To learn more about a new healing and ascension gift from
Archangel Metatron & the archangel realm... click here now.
Every fantastic description and fanciful phrase imaginable has
been used
to describe these wondrous beings since the very beginning.
Volumes of
literature and religious writings have referred to them in the most
glowing
terms and praises. We fantasize in our minds our own versions
about what
they must be like and in the brief sweet moment of thought about
them their
reality disappears. We find ourselves wishing something this
wonderful
really did exist.
You may have never seen one, but you probably have not seen
an atom or
a billion dollars either. Be assured they are quite real and very
plentiful.
They have always been around and many people see them very
easily. In
the past it was just one of those things they didn't talk about,
because
everyone would think they were nuts.
During early healing sessions with the Trinity Table it was sensed
or felt
that there were others present although unseen on most
occasions. During
'97 while on the road with the table they began to appear in
numbers and
assist in the healing work being done. Since the table has been
placed in
its own Temple space in early '98 their appearances have been
frequent
and extraordinary. They have been readily observed by people
who have
never had any clairvoyant experiences previously. While touring

there
appeared to be certain beings that were always with the table,
those
associated with a specific area, those that come with individuals
and the
interested observers.
The spiritual or energetic energy of all individuals, the table, the
ceremonial space, as well as the perceptual abilities of the
participants are all greatly increased. Angels seem to come in
various sizes, colors and shapes, and they communicate directly
to one's consciousness. The work they do in many cases appears
to be influencing our energetic systems at every level. In some
instances their touch may even be experienced at the physical
level.
They are conscious energy beings operating and existing in many
dimensions. Our scientists and physics researchers have only
recently begun to even admit to the possibility of this so called
dimensionality aspect. Their greatest dilemma is the problem of
quantifying something that operates according to laws and
physics that has yet to be discovered.
Angels may be something that cannot be quantified, but they can
certainly be experienced.

